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The paper presents a dynamic general equilibrium model of a small open economy which
employs an essential imported input in production. The economy is said to be capable of
survival, if, given the technology and the time-pat:: of world prices, there is at least one sequence
of feasible decisions on intertemporal resource allocation sustaining a positive stationary level of
consumption indefinitely. The principal results of she paper characterize necessary and sufficient
conditions on the technology and the rate of declitle of the terms of trade that ensure survival.

1. Introduction

The problems of economic growth under a progressively tightening
balance of payments constraint have been studied fairly extensively, at least
in the literature on the economics of development. Allied work has been
carried out directly attacking the question of a worsening trade deficit,
leading to the various studies on foreign aid and the numerous debates on
import-substitution and export promotion as alternative methods of tackling
a deteriorating trade situction.l
The recent energy crisis, brought on by the steep rise in oil prices, now
poses a similar threat to much of the developed world. In addition, an
import substitution drive, such as the development of an alternative energy
source, carries with it none of the usual companions: the ‘infant industry’ and
protection arguments. Import substitution is of a once-and-for-all nature:
once an adequate alternative source is found, the problem is solved, but there
is no guarantee of its discovery. In fact, for countries such as Japan, a
domestic source of oil just does not exist. Given the bounds on foreign aid,
*The research reported here was supported by the National Science Foundation. Mukul
Majumdar wishes to thank Dean Alain Seznec for approving of arrangements that facilitated
completion of the present manuscript.
‘A sample of the kind of work done in this area could inchide Cheuery and Bruno (1962),
Singer (1950), and Frebisch (1959). For studies in foreign aid Bhagwati and Eckaus (1970) is a
representative starting point, and a number of papers in the Econotic and Political Weekly
debate the import substitution versus export promotion issue (see r:he issues in the early
seventies).
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we are left with the possibilities of export promotion and technical ,,:crl;ress,
as tools to design an ‘optimal’ policy with.
Given the essentially dynamic nature of the problem, it is important to see
whether the traditicnal analysis ~8 optimal accumulation or intertemporal
resource allocation provides a usefu! reference point. This literature usually
starts with a precise description of the set of all feasible plans (given the
technology, the supply of labor, etc.), and goes on to consider optimality
criteria for evaluating alternative plans. In many of the well-known models,2
the feasible set is typically rich enough to allow for significant expansions of
production and consumption possibilities, so that attention is largely
focussed on the merits of alternative choice criteria, and the qualitative
properties of optimal programs under such criteria.
The recent re-examination of intertemporal Alocation theory with an
explicit recognition of the role of exhaustible resourc$ ris essential inputs in
production has, however, raised a class of questions pertaining to the
structure of the feasible set itself.4 In particular, the richness of the feasible
set is examined by determining whether or not it is possible for the economy
to maintain a positive stationary flow of consumption indefinitely over time.
The fact that an economy employs a nonproducible good as an essential
input is not a reason for concern, if through capital accumulation and
anpropriate substitution between producible and nonproducible inputs it is
possible to sustain an adequate level of consumption in all periods. On the
other hand, if for eucry feasible program it is impossible to maintain a
positive stationary consumption level over all time periods, the problem of
survival, rather than of efficient or optimal choice, becomes uncomfortably
relevant.
It is with this possibility that we are concerned with in our analysis of a
‘small’ open economy, which employs an essential imported input in
production. The economy produces two goods representing ‘industrial
output’ and ‘agricultural output’. The industrial product may be exported or
invested; if invested, it augments the capital stock of the economy. We
assume that such investment is irreversible; in other words, the capital stock
itself cannot be consumed. The capital stock may be allocated in any way
between the two sectors for use as an input in production. The agricultural
output may be exported, but is not invested.
The economy uses an ‘intermediate’ input which is imported (a convenient
interpretation is th.at it is an ‘energy input’), and the price of this good is
*We have in mind the impressive literature based on the contributions of Ramsey (1928), Von
Neumann (1945/6), and Malinvaud (1969).
‘See Dasgupta and Heal (1974), Solow (1974), Stiglitz (1974), Cass and Mitra (1979), among
others.
4However, the models seldom consider both capital acccllmulation and trading with other
economies simultaneously.
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determined exogenously, as are the prices of all exports and imports. This is,
of course, the standard ‘small economy’ x~;i;~~~br? 4 international trade
theory. Further, it is required that the economy must be in a balance-oftrade equilibrium, in the sense that the value of exports rnl?st zqu;d the value
of imports in any period.
The economy is initially endowed with a capital stock, and faces a given
set of (international) prices. The capital stock is divided among the industrial
and agricultural sectors, and a certain quantity of ‘energy input’ imported,
which is allocated between the two sectors. Agricultural and industrial
outputs are then produced, and parts of these are exported to pay for the
imports at the beginning of the period. A fraction of the industrial output
may be invested; and all remaining output is consumed. In the next period,
the economy is equipped with a capital stock equal to the old capital stock
plus investment made in the earlier period, and faces a fresh set of prices.
The entire process then repeats itself.
The economy is said to be capable of survival, if, given the sequence of
world prices and the technology, there is at least one feasible sequence of
decisions sutaining some positive stationary level of constrmption of both
goods indefinitely.
The principal result of this paper is the presentation of necessary and
sufftcient conditions on the technology and terms of trade, ensuring survival.
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 taken together provide an almost-complete
characterization of survival.
There are dangers in adopting a purely partial equilibrium approach to the
situation. A typical ‘partial equilibrium’ reaction to the problems created by
rising input prices is to stress the possibilities of promoting exports, but it is
intuitive that export promotion can often be achieved only b-1 rfducing
current consumption, or by curtailing investment which will m iurn ensure a
loss of future consumption, This is brought out clearly in the silmplified
general equilibrium framework that we set up.
It is equally intuitive that the survival problem i:s linked to the dynamic
behaviour of the terms of trade (given the ‘small country’ assumption);
however, a precise characterization of price behaviour and technology does
require a careful examination of the structure of our model. It turns out that
an economy might be capable of survival even with a continued indefinite,
unbounded decline in the terms of trade, provided that the deterioration does
not occur at too fast a rate (see the example in section 4).
In the context of an autarkic Cobb-Douglas economy endowed with a
positive stock of a nonproducible resource used as an essential input, Solow
(1974) pointed out that indefinite maintenance of a positive stationary level
of consumption is possible if the share of capital in total ouput exceeds that
of the resource. Appropriate conditions for a Cobb-Douglas economy in
which technical progress and population growth occur at exogenously
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specified exponential rates were studied by Stiglitz (1974). It is of interest to
note that a trading economy may well be capable of survival even though
the production function fails to satisfy rhe Solow condition5 On the other
hand, there exist situations where survival is impossible, yet possessing the
property that total resource imports may be infinite. This points to the
crucial role played by the terms of trade path itself, independent of the total
quantities of resource imported.
In a well-known survey, Bhagwati (1960) argued that the central limitation
of the international trade literature was its inability to handle intermediate
products and capital goods which figure prominently in world trade. He also
noted that ‘dynamic propositions in international trade are comparatively
few, and bear no trace of any uniform design’. It is hoped that the results
here add to the list of ‘comparatively few’ propositions. The model, spelled
out in detail in section 2, is a particularly simple generar equilibri;r_m system,
and captures the intertemporal allocation problem with an explicit capital
accumulation process. Thus, it differs from the literature building on rhe
Hicksian approach (1953) which is essentially comparative static in nature,
and the more recent models of Vousden (1974) and Kemp-Suz&i (1975)
which omit capital as a factor of production. To our knowledge, the
literature on trade with imported input s, or on dynamic models analyzing
growth and patterns of trade over time, does not exhibit any result any result
along the lines adopted here.
In section 3, we remove some simplifying assumptions, and indicate how
the analysis may be extended in order to incorporate technical progress. In
section 4, the implications of the more ‘abstract model of sections 2 and 3
are clarified by means of a specific example using Cobb-Douglas production
functions, and we analyze the possibilities of storing the imported input,
along with the implications of such storage.
We do acknowledge that the study of one co?;;ntry in isolation, and the
retention of the ‘small economy’ assumption over: time, precludes a serious
examination of feedback effects, especially in the determination of resource
prices.. A bc?ter understanding of growth and trade patterns would require an
explicit treatment of at least two trading countries or two blocks, with a
recognition of the game theoretic elements involved. How a more general, yet
tractable dynamic formulation may be achieved ’ is not yet clear to us. We
hope to study this problem in the future.
2. The model
To recapitulate, we consider an economy producing ‘agricultural’ and
‘industrial’ goods with the aid of a durable ‘capital’ good and an imported
‘To create a comparable
pool.

setting, interpret the imported input as flows from a foreign resource
4
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‘resource’ (‘energy’). Both the inputs are indispensable in production, and
consumption of both goods is essential fc ‘survival’. The industrial good
can be consumed, exported or invested. Investment, which is irreversible,
augments the stock of (perfectly shiftablej capital. The agricultural good can
be either consumed or exported.
A few simplifications, mostly for expository reasons, are now discussed and
clarified before the formal model is set up.

(1) The

economy is na endowed with a domestic slack of the resource, and is
therefore forced to import it. This is a reasonable approximation
for all

economies with resource needs far exceeding availability, and enables us
to focus on the trad%gf;caspects of the problem. However, in the context
of an example using Cobb-Douglas
production functions (section 9, we
indicate how this assumption may be relaxed and the b,asic resuh on tne
implications of rapidly deteriorating terms of trade extended.

(2) The resource is not directly consumed. This assumption
expository simplicity. Indispensability
strength of our findings.

in consumption

is only for
will enhance the

(3) The scarce resource alone is imported. This, too, is an assumption for
ease of exposition. The analysis could be directly extended to allow for

the imports of agricultural products. The qualitative nature of the
conclusions will be una.ffected, although at several steps one needs to
examine the long-run behaviour of tine relative prices of such imported
commodities.
(4) The economy is ‘small’ (and nemains so ouer time). In other words, the
prices of exports and imports are deteirmined by the ‘world market’, and
domestic policy makers take these as given parameters. This
simplification is drastic, and few, if any, countries would conform to it
exactly, but it aids in isolating the bare essentials of lthe problem. As an
illustration, one concedes that countries with signticiant political power
may also possess significant market power and effective bargaining skills,
but the recent exl&ence with energy prices seems to, indicate that even
major importers of energy face deteriorating terms of trade, and it is
precisely the effects of such deterioration that we would like to single
out. Furthermore, if the economy faces a downward sloping curve for its
export and in the extreme case has a monopoly in the: exnoz_tzFrket, the
techniques of proof are directly applicable, with no char& in the
qualitative results. Similarly, if a large economy serves to pull up prices
with inflated demands, the basic conclusions still hold.
(5) The balance of payments is in equilibrium in all periods. This rules out
the possibility of studying the effects of foreign borrowing and trade.
However_ at the cost of more involved commutations, it should be
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possible to introduce various forms of foreign aid, and to obtain results
similar to theorems 2.1 and 2.2 if ‘reasonable bounds’ on such aid are
imposed.
(6) The resot4rce is not durable (or storable). We shall first make the
assumption that the resource is not storable, so that the entire amount of
import must be used up as an input in the production process. It is
surely not always realistic to assume costless storage, and the example in
section 4 indicates that if the resource is durable, but that either the
resource or the capital good is subject to depreciation during storage,
one of the major results continues to hold. In any case, the assumption
that the resource is nonstorable enables us to draw a useful distinction
between two types of problems. One is the question of efficient or
optima1 allocation of h fixed durable stock of a nonproducible good.
This is the centra! theme of the Solow type studies, and the assumption
of costless storage or nandepreciation is perhaps a useful simplification
in that context. The other question deals with the effects of price
movements per se when an economy Gtrcially relies on a good that is
not producible, but available through trading with the outside world.
This is the focus of OUTanalysis, and nonstorability helps us in analyzing
the terms-of-trade effects in isolation.
It seems desirable to amplify the impli,ztions of the results that we present
below, before confusion occurs as to exactly what we are stressing. The
extreme sharpness of the conclusion is surely due to the simplified structure
of the model. We do not claim that exploding oil prices will literally wipe out
a small economy relying on imported oil as an essential input. What we do
assert is that substantial, qualitative transformation of the production process
is essential for a country facing the dismal prospect of a continued, rapid
deterioration in its terms of trade. To the extent that human beings had
survived before oil-intensive production techniques were developed, survival
is guaranteed, regardless of what happens to oil prices. However, the ‘normal
way of life (or the ‘acceptable’ standard of living) will surely be endangered in
an economy which fails to make appropriate adjustments, and continues to
rely on imported oil as a crucial input. For example, an oil-based transport
system may collapse while still preserving the possibility of survival in a
harsh biological sense, but no one would hesitate to regard such a collapse
as a situation of overwhelming economic decay.
Possible extensions of our analysis to consider exogenously postulated
minimal levels of consumption or growth rates wlould certainly be of interest.
However, in the absence of technical progress, one may end up with only
‘negative’ results, as will be clear once we state and discuss our propositions
formally.
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2.1. The survival problem in an economy without technical change
2.1.1. Notation
In what follows, the subscript
following symbols are used:
A:
x:
Ci:
Ei:
Ki:
Ri:
K:
R:
I:
4:
P:

t

refzrs to the time period. Moreover, the

ar icultural output
industrial output
consumption of output i; i = A, X
export of output i; i = A, X
capital stock in sector .i; i= A, X
resource used in sector i; i = A, X
total capital stock
total input of the resource
investment
price of X relative to A
price of R relative to A

Finally, R, (resp. R$) denotes the set of all non-negative reals (resp. all pairs
of non-negative reals).
2.1.2. The structure of the economy
Two commodities, the agricultural and industrial outputs, are produced, in
any period t, by ‘capital’ (the input of industrial good) and ‘resource’ (an
essential imported input that does not enter into consumption directly),
according to production functions satisfying standard assumptions. Thus, we
have:

4 = A&,, RAt),
X, = X(&t, Rx,),

t>=o,

(2.1)

(2.2)

t&O.

The following assumptions on the technology are made:
A.2.1. (a) The jknction A(-, -):R$-+R+
and X(*, -):Rt+R+
are
homogenous of degree one in their arguments. (b) A( -, -) and X( *, -) are twice
continuouslydifferentiable. Moreover,
A(0, -)=A(-‘;Oj=X(O, -)=X(-,0)=:0
(both factors are essential in production in broth sectors),
A,>O,

AR>4

X,+0,

X,>O
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(positive marginal product of thee factors in both sectors),

(diminishing

marginal productivity

of the factors in both sectors),

lim &(-,

lim AK(-, -)=O,

-)=a,

K-0

K-C0

lim AR(., -)-co,

lim AR(-, -)=O,

R-r0

R-a,

lim xK( ‘, ‘)= co,

lim xK(‘, -)=O,

K-+9

K-a,

lim xR(-, ‘)==I

lim xR(-, -)=o,

R-0

R-a

(Inada conditions

on the boundary

Given that the agricultural
have:

of marginal

products).

produc:. i>Ttij.’be cotrsua~d

or exported,

product may be consumed,

x, = c,, + E,, t- I,,

we
(2.3)

t?O.

A, = C.4t+ IL,
Given that the industrial
we have:

behaviour

exported

or invested,
(2.4)

tzo.

Capital, for the moment assumed to be nondepreciating
(but see the
remarks in section 4), accumulates according to the following rule:
K I+l==K+L

Irreversibility

(2.5)

t&O.

of investment is captured by

eo,

(2.6)

tzo.

The following relationships

describe the intersectoral

allocation

of inputs:

K, = Kit + Km,

tz0,

(2.7)

R,= Kit + Rxt,

tzo.

12.8)

The country is ‘small’ so that the prices of agricultural and industrial goods
as well as the price of the resource are all ‘world’ prices that the country
accepts as given parameters. Thus, the economy faces a price sequence
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Finally, the balance of payments is in equilibrium for all t, so that

The economy is endowed with an initial capital stock K,.
Let us define a price path as any sequence (ql, p,),“,, such that ql>O and
pt > 0 for all t 2 0, and a consumption program as any sequence (C,,, CXt)gO
with (C,,, C,,) E Rf for all t 20. In other words, a consumption program is a
complete specification of the quantities of the agricultural good and the
industrial good that the economy plans to consume in each period.
A consumption program (CA,, Cxt),ZO is jbsible
given a price path
(ql,p&‘ZO and an initial capital stock K, if there exists a non-negative
sequence (X,, A,, R,, RAt,Rxt, K,, KA,,Kxl,Pt, EA1,Exl)E,-, which together with
(C,,, C&$, satisfy (2.1) through (2.9), given (qe p,),“, 0 and KO.
Thus, a consumption program is feasible, given (qt,pt) and initial stock
KO, if it is generated by a plan of investment, intersectoral input aliocation,
output levels, and exports and imports, consistent with the model described
above. Roughly speaking, any feasible consumption program is attalinable by
means of an appropriatG policy of res?urce allocation and trading decisions.
Note that feasibility, as defined here for the economy as a whole, does not
take as a constraint the nature of the economic system. For example, some
programs of allocation and exchange would not be attainable under a
capitalist system, given. profit maximization and other behavioural
assumptions usually associated with sue11a system. Feasibility is defined here
in a broad sense, constrained only by the technology, initial endowments,
and world prices.
An economy is said to be capable of swuiual if there is a feasible
consumption program with inf,., C,, > 0 and inftzo C,, >O. In other words,
an economy is capable of survival if there is a feasiblle program guaranteeing
a minimal amount of consumption for both the commodities.
Before stating the main theorems, we introduce some additional notations.
In what follows, we set
u(2)=

4.1,

z),

Jm=W,z),
f(z) = m/z,

Z>O,

g(z)= m/z,

z>o,

I = R/K,

K>O.

(2.W
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that there exists a feusitik ci;iishrnption program with
(a) inf, 3,0C,, > 0 and (b) inf, 2.
- Cxr> 0. Then
sup

“’
sup

‘lo

_

Cwm)l

<oo

’

‘n’[l +x(Qs)]

s=o
_

W=c(QJl

(4

m

<ao

‘n’[l +x(QJj

’

s=O

where

Qt= maxCf - ‘(P,i2);
g- WWI.

(2.11)

We now state a partial converse to the above theorem. To this effect, let us
define Qi= max [ f - ‘(RpJ2); g - I(lpJ2qJ-J given some 1> 0.
Theorem .?.2. Suppose that <qr,PJ

and A( -, *) and X(-, -) satisfv

the

foilowi!rg conditions:
sup _
‘go

UMQJI

fir all A>O, and BE(O, 11,

(A*)

for all l>O, and BE(O, I].

(W

‘n’[l+B~(Q,n<~
s=o

Then there cviats a feasible consumption program with (a) inf,,, CAt>O and
(b) inf,,, C,,>O.
For proofs of these theorems, see the Appendix.
It is not easy to extract much intuition from the theorems in their present
state, so we proceed to a special case to bring out the basic idea: the
dependence of survival possibilities on the movement of the terms of trade.
Since no specific restrictions have been imposed on the nature of price
movements or the functional form of the technology, it is perhaps not
surprising that the pair of conditions (A) and (X) (or (A*) and (X*)) is not
entirely transparent. In section 4, the problem is made clearer with the use of
an example involving Cobb-Douglas technologies, and other specific
implications tackled. However, a few observations are possible even within
tbi.s more general framework.
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First, it is perhaps of some interest to note tha.Lneither the arguments nor
the concepts employ any criterion of social optimality,6 especially the well
known but rather dubious community indifference curves, which can, strictly
speaking, be justified only in exceptional circumstances. The emphasis is
primarily on the feasibility issue, and the paper demonstrates the possibility
of the feasible set lacking the necessary ‘richness’ for making any interesting
optimality calculations. This will be discussed below.
We leave it as an exercise to show that if (pJ or (&,) is constant over
time (or bounded above), the economy is capable of survival, i.e. that (A*)
and (X*) of theorem 2.2 are satisfied.
The pair of conditions in theorem 2.1 (resp. 2.2) have been labelled (A), (X)
(resp. (A*), (X*)) to emphasize the fact that if the question of survival was
posed entirely in terms of, say, the agricultural good, then conditions (X) and
(X*) have no role to play in the answer to such a question. An identical
observation holds for the survival question phrased only in terms of the
industrial good. Thus, for example, a necessary condition for inf, Z0 CAt>O is
simply condition (A) of theorem 2.1. The theorems in their present form
provide, as a result, a useful separation between the characterizations of
‘industrial survival’ and ‘agricultural survival’.
Finally, let us consider an important special case in some detail. Assume
that (qJ is a constant sequence, and interpret the imported input as an
exhaustible resource (in the exporting country), the price of which is set by a
m<?nopolist who follows a Hotelling-type calculation.’ This motivates a
resource price path of the form ~~=p~(i +gi;, for some positive g. We state the
implications for survival in the form of a theorem.
Suppose that (qr) and (pt/qt j are of the form pt =po(l +g)’ and
(P&h) = (Po/aJ( 1+ 9’)’ respectively, where g > 0, g’ > 0, and that the industrial
production function X( -, -) has the property
Theorem 2.3.

lim inf -zx’(z)> 0
z-r0 x(z)
*
Then
i&O

there is no feasible

(2.12)
consumption program

witr’l inftZ, CAt> 0 and

cx,>o.

For a proof, see the Appendix.
Before dwelling on the implications of this somewhat startling result, note
that the added requirement on the industrial technology simply amounts to
an observation that the resource must be essential in production, not only
‘Except perhaps the Rawlsian theory of justice by implication. See Solow (1974) for a
discussion of this point.
‘See the literature 3n exhaustible resources following Hotelling (931).
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in the sense captured ‘by A.2.l(b), but also at ‘very low’ levels of resource use,
in terms of some positive output
response to a change in resource
employment. This property is satisfied trivially by the CobbDouglas
production function, and other functional forms.’
To return to the implications of theorem 2.3: we have an economy with its
technology exhibiting substitution properties between the factors of
production so that there is always room for a move to a higher capital
resource ratio.g Yet the results imply that if confronted with an exponential
rate of deterioration in its terms of trade, the economy will be unable to
meet the balance-of-payments equilibrium constraint and the minimal need
for maintaining some positive level of consumption indefinitely. Note that our
definition of a resource allocation program encompasses all technologically
feasible plans regarding consumption, investment, exports and imports strategies. The ‘general
including all conceivable export-promotion
equilibrium’ framework adopted here reiterates the possibility that, after a
point, it may be possible to increase exports only at the cost of tightening
domestic belts (to drastic limits, as this exercise ;:ggests). It should perhaps
be stressed again that we are referring to quantities of consumption goods,
and thus the pessimistic message is in no way due to, say; an arbitrary choice
of a social welfare function.
3. Technical progress
It is clear from the analysis in the preceding pages that some form of
technical progress seems desirable, and in some cases necessary, in the face of
rising resource prices. The need for technical progress becomes all the more
pronounced when it is recognized that one of the aims of any economy is not
only to survive but also to grow. It remains true, of course, that an economy
incapable of survival will have noncecreasing consumption programs
excluded perforce from its feasible set, ano so we continue to use the concept
of survival to build up the analysis of technical progress.” It is obvious that
any reasonable definition of technical progress, once applied, will increase the
‘likelihood’ of survival, in the sense that a larger collection of price paths will
now be compatible with survival. We shall therefore not stop to discuss this
aspect of technical progress, but only use the associated theorem as a
stepping stone for further analysis.

8L.ess common examples may ‘be cited. For instance, X(K,R)=A(K+ R)“2K1’4R”4; A>@,
satisfies our conditions A.2.1, with rx’(z)/x(z)~ l/4 for all z >O_
‘The degree of substitution we are allowing may easily be examined by considering the
familiar examples of Cobb-Douglas and CES technologies.
“However, as we have already mentioned above, it may be of use to extend the technique
employed here to consider the consumption sets containing only nondecreasing programs, or
more specific growth paths.
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Heuristicaily speaking, we may conceive c. technical progress having two
aspects or dimensions: the one works within the existing production structure
by raising the efficiency of some or all of thz inputs in the sense that a larger
quantity of output is now obtainable from the same quantities of inputs;‘*
the other serves to radically alter Ehe prevailing setup of production - some
factors of production are rendered obsolete, while new inputs are introduced.
The large-scale introduction of solar energy into an oil-dependent production
process would be an example of technical progress of the latter kind.
Though
any technical
innovation
invariably
possesses both these
dimensions to some extent, analysis using one or the other aspect ulone as
approximating
devices seems most fruitful. An examination of the logical
issues involved in these two broad aspects within one set of postulates would
either lose sight of their qualitative differences, or be general enough to be
devoid of all empirical content. The latter aspect outlined above is a
fundamentally
stochastic one: for example, at no instant of time is the
development of an alternative energy source guaranteed, while there are
always costs involved in the search for such a .source.12
First steps in the study of technical progress, approximated by the first
aspect alone, could be taken by assuming some deterministic rates of
progress in increasing the efficiencies of capital goods andior scarce
resources. We shall pursue this line of inquiry below, while pointing out that
analysis of the structure-transforming
dimension inherent in technical
progress is also of crucial importance.
To minimize algebraic manipulations
and to obtain sharper results (in
commodity
is
section 4), we shall assunie that only the agricultural
exported. We have in mind developing economies whose dominant export
items are primary products. In fact, we shall comment below on a form of
the model dealing with surplus-labor economies.
We shall mainly be concerned with the comparison of two types of
technical progress: capital saving and resource saving. The terms will be
detined below, as also the criterion for comparison. The rather nonintuitive
result, that under some conditions capital saving technical progress may
actually be ‘better than’ resource saving technical progress, will be found to
emerge (section 4).
We define technical progress as a sequence (pAt,pXt, Y&,Yxt) such that, for
all t,

4

=A(PAAAO

YAJAJ,

x,=X(PxtKxnYxt, RX’)9

tzo,
tzo.

(3.1)
(3.2)

“For a pioneeringexercisein the analysis of such technical progress, see Robinson (1938).
“An analysis along the lines of Dasgupta, Heal and Majumdar (1977) or Davison (1978)
would perhaps be worthwhile.
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Furthermore, ( pLA,,
pxt, ?A~,YM>must satisfy
PUit
h

Pi(t

-

1)7

YitZYi(t-119

th
t2_

i=(A,X),

(3.3)

1, i=(A,X),

(3.4)

1,

and
(3.5)

lLA*=~LXO=~AO=Y~XO=
1.
(Pure) capital-saving
(/iA~r

~XI,

(Pure)

technical

progress

is the technical progress sequence

l* I>*

resource-saving

technical

progress

is the technical progress sequence

(I, 1,YAt, YXd
For expositional clarity, we shall be concerned, in the main, with capitalSaving technical progress where PAt=pcxt ( =pl, say), and resource-saving
technical progress ot the form Y&= yxr ( = yr, Say).
We now restate the necessary condition for survival (the counterpart of
theorem 2.1) for an economy characterized by technical progress as defined
above, and exporting only the agricultural product. A corresponding
sufficient condition also exists,. of course, but we do not state it since these
theorems, of themselves, provilde little more information than the intuitively
obvious fact that the class of price paths permitting survival is larger under
technical progress. The necessary condition, however, will be used as a
criterion for comparing the relative efficacies of the two types of technical
progress.’ 3
Theorem

3. I.

Suppose

there exists

inf,, ,, CA,> 0 and (b) inf,;,, C,,>O.

a feasible consumption program with (a)
Then (p,) must satisfy the following

coiidilions:

sup 1-r

C1/LLAtaCf

- ‘(P,hAt)31

-< 00,

(A)

The technique of proof is the same as that of theorem 2.1.
“Of course, the sufficient condition may be used with equal validity, or necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of feasible consumption sets permitting growth (see
footnote 10) may be employed. It would be interesting to work out the implications of each
criterion; homogeneity of the results could then be construed as a sign of robustness of any of
these criteria.
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3.1. A comparison criterion
We now provide a criterion which will enable us to compare the
‘efficiencies’of the two types of ‘pure’ technical progress presented above. We
shall say that pure capital-saving technical progress domintztes pure resourcesaving technical progress, in sector i (i= A, X), if condition (i) (i = A, X) of
theorem 3.1 under any technical progress sequence ( 1, 1, R.,,,A,,) implies
condition (i) (i= A, X) of theorem 3.1 under the corresponding technical
progress sequence (A,, Ax,,1,l).
A similar delinition characterizes the situations in which resource-saving
technical progress dominates capital-saving technical progress.
Witk ani given technical progress sequence, there are associated two sets
of price paths. Any price path will have to belong to the first set
(corresponding to condition A) if there exists a consumption program with
CAr bounded away from zero; or to the second set (corresponding to
condition X) if there exists a consumption program with Cx, bounded away
from zero; or to both if the economy is capable of survival. The definition
compares ‘identical’I4 paths of pure capital saving and pure resource saving
technical progress, and concludes that one dominates the other in a
particular sector if the one permits a larger set of price paths to satisfy the
necessary condition corresponding to that particular sector.
The definition ignores the possibility that identical paths of the two types
of technical progress may well have different costs associated with them. For
instance, it is possible that resource saving progress may dominate capital
saving progress in a certain sector according to this definition, but the former
may also be a more expensive venture. In such cases, the costs will have to
be compared before a final decision, is arrived at. Costs of technical progress
may be modelled in this framework ,by removing, in each period, part of the
capital stock to pay for a given a,inount of technical progress of a given
type.r5

4. The CobbDouglas economy: Some applications and extensions
Consider an economy where both the production functions A( -, -) and
X( *, .) are Cobb-Douglas. As with other areas of theoretical and empirical
economics, the Cobb-Douglas model has been the ‘standard’ case in the
literature on exhaustible resources - in particular, the ‘survival’ problem for
a closed economy studied by Solow (1974) and Stiglitz (1974) was entirely
based on such an assumption regarding the technology. This parametric
14The same A,,,3 and A,,‘s are applied to either type of technical progress for purposes of
comparison.
* %ee, for example, Davison (1978).
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specification enables us to go further in analyzing the implications
and
possible extensions of our models.
As in section 3, we shall concentrate on the case when only the agricultural
commodity is exported, and assumk no technical progress for the moment.
Instead of (2.1) and (2.2), we now have:
A,=Kfl At RI-8
Al

7

X,=&R;,“,

O<fl<l,

(4.1)

O<oL<l,

(4.2)

and, setting E,, =0 for all t we get, instead of (2.4),
(4.3)

x: = CXl+ I,.

We first restate the theorems of section 2 in the following simplified form:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that there exists a feasible consumption program with
(a) inf,,, CA,>0 and (b) inf,z0 C,,>O. Then
(4.4)

(1 -aM

Pt

--<co.
sup t-1
IgO n cl + ljp(’ -=)/B-j
s
s=o
Theorem 4.2.

Suppose that (p,) ar;d (q/l) sutisfy

py -m/s
-<oo,
supt-I
rgo n [1 +L/p!‘-“‘lB]
s=o

sup tIgo

(4.5)

fl

t 1 --al/S
Y,
1

s=o

c1 +L,p”

-a),q

<Oo9

for all LE(O, 11,

(44

(4.7)

69

Then there exists a feasible consumption program with (a) inf,.,- C& > 0 and
(b) inf,,, Gt >O.
It is of interest to note that the conditions (4.4) and (4.9, or (4.6) and (4.7),
no longer in Yolve the relative price of the industrial product q. Prices are
significant insofar as they serve, ,directly or indirectly, to offset (or augment)
the deterioratkn
in the terms of trade.
Note also that theorem 2.3 on the nonsurvival of the economy under
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exponential resource price paths hold perforce in this situation; in fact, a
direct verification along the lines of the proof of theorem 2.3 requires
minimal calculation.
An interesting question deals with the existence of resource price paths,
increasing und unbounded (with respect to the price of the agricultural
commodity), which permit survival. The answer is in the affirmative: for
example, consider price paths of the form p, =(t -t-2)“, k>O. It follows from
the necessary conditions of theorem 4.1 that if k(1 -cc)/@> 1, the economy
will be incapable of survival, whereas if k(1 -:x)/b < 1, the sufficient conditions
of theorem 4.2 are satisfied and the economy will be capable of survival. (A
proof of this is presented in the Appendix.)
There is a somewhat deeper question, attempting to link up this
framework with the autarkic exhaustible resources problem. In the closed
economy model, Solow (1974) demonstrated the possibility of survival if the
‘elasticity of output with respect to reproducible capital exceeds that with
respect to exhaustible resources’.16 In our trading model, the example of the
preceding paragraph indicates the possibility of Furvival even if the Solow
condition is violated: this is only a reflection of the familiar ‘gains from trade’
thesis. However, the analysis of the exponential price path situation, revealed
the impossibility of survival, regardless of whether the Solow conditions hold
or not. To erect a framework for comparison, suppose that an economy A (our
resource-importing economy) is drawing on a pool of resource situated in
economy B, abiding by certain ‘rules’ stipulated in the balance-of-payments
equilibrium condition. Is it true, then, that wheneuer,economy A fails to
survive, its total resource imports must of necessity be Gte? In other words,
it remains to examine Nhether our problem is ~~~::ally
the closed economy
exhaustible resources problem in disguise.
The answer is no; the dynamic pattern of trade, as dictated by the pricemovement of the resource in conjunction with balance-of-payments
equilibrium needs, plays the crucial role, so that economy A may end up not
surviving while importing an infinite quantity of the resource. We offer an
example for the purpose of illustration; a more realistic case incorporating
this phenomenon may be easily worked out.
Let pt = 2’ for t odd, pt = 1 for t even, and a = #I= f. Now,
(I--lots
Pf
1-l

py -N/B

=t-1

=(-1

fl [l+ l/p:.‘-@“fi] n Cl+ l/pi’-=““]
s=o
s=o

2’
2

3/2”2

-+ O”*

n [PC 1,PJ

s=o

for t odd.

So (4.4) and (4.5) are violated and the economy is incapable of survival.
‘6solow(1974, p. 34).
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However, consider the feasible program given in the Appendix, where
l-1

J& ,I0 [ 1 + (L/psi - “)@)3

R,=
So Ri-, IX)for

t

-

*jilB)

> A&( 1 + L)#
,
=
1

for t even.

even, implying (trivially) that ‘cp”,0 R, = 00.

4. I. Storage
So far we- have assumed that the resource is not storable domestically, but
it is important to examine the implication of relaxing this assumption of our
model. If costless storage is regarded as feasible, this may be modelled by
assuming that th’e imports are ‘nondepreciating’. If, in addition, the capital
stock is nondepreciating, we are back to an exhaustible resource model
where survival is guaranteed as long as the Solow condition is satisfied,
regardless of the behaviour of the terms of trade.
However, if either the capital stock or the resourtx stock depreciates at
some constant rate, it may le important to analyze some of the implications.
We shall present a result for the Cobb-Douglas case, and leave the general
characterization as an open question.
We retain the simplifying assumption that the agricultural good alone is
exported. Denote by S, the stock of the resource at time t, and the import of
resource at time z by M, * R, will denote the input of resource at time t.
The balance-of-payments equilibrium condition now reads:

Additionally, if the resource stock depreciates at the rate 6, we have
S,=(l-S)S,_,

+M,-R,,

0<6<1,

S,zO for all

t.

If the capital stock depreciat.es at the rate 8,
K,=(l -B)M,_, +I,,

o<e< 1.

(4.10)

We study the case where the resource price path is of the exponential form.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that (pt> satisfies pt=po(l + g)‘, g>O, and that either
the capital stock or irhe resource stock depreciates at some fixed rate. Then
there exists no feasibfe program with inf, Z0 CAl> 9 and inf, 2 e CXt> 0.

For a proof, see the Appendix.
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The result reinforces the pessimistic implications of this paper,
demonstrating the impossibility of survival (under an exponential resource
price path) even when the input is storable, though with some cost or
depreciation. Where storage is a costless phenomenon (and we leave the
reader to judge the validity of this assumption), nonsurvival is still a
possibility especially when the capital stock is subject to depreciation.
4.2. Technical progress: The Cobb-Douglas case
Given the implication of the discussion above, it seems necessary to
examine the phenomenon of technical progress in greater detail. We may
simplify theorem 3.1 using the Cobb-Douglas tecimology.
Consider (pure) capjtal-saving technical progress at <ome rate (A,,Jr, 1,1>.
The necessary conditions of theorem 3.1 reduce to
sup

_

lx’

-~"s141

(4.11)

tZ0 ‘I-Ii~1+ AS/#1-a)/@]< O”’
s

s=o
sup

_

Lx -a)'P/41

(4.12)

tgo j-j [l+nJp”-u”B]~~~
S
s=o

Consider now, (pure) resource-saving technical progress at some rate
(1, 1, ;I,,A,}. The necessary conditions of theorem 3.1 then reduce to
sup t _ 1 C@tW

t20

n

11

-B)‘B1

+(n,/ps)(l

-a)/@] <

Ooy

(4.13)

s=o

(4.14)

It is easy to verify the following:
Lemma 4.1. (a) pi1-B~~~/lnt~~t/At)~’
-@)‘@
according as jI!z* for all t (except
those where R,= 1, when equality always holds). (b) 1 +&/pi’ -‘M $$I
+ (n&J’ -=)@ according us Q-I-fl$1 for ail s (except those where A,= 1, when
equality always holds).

We now provide some sufficient conditions

directing the choice of

,
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technical progress in the agricultural
immediate consequence of the lemma.:

terms

sector.

of trade

The

theorem

below

is an

Theorem 4.4. (a) Suppose p > $, and u +/I> 1. Then capital-saving technical
progress
dominates
resource-saving
technical
progress
in agriculture.
(b) Suppose /I ~4, and u + /I < 1. Then resource-saving technical progress
dominates capital-saving technical progress in agriculture.

The proposition brings out the somewhat startling implication that it may
sometimes be worthwhile to invest in capital-saving technical progress when
resource prices are rising. In the general equilibrium type of framework we
have adopted, the results’ should come as no surprise, however. For the
resource goes into the production of capital, and saving on capital is an
indirect saving on the resour me. Moreover, to the extent that capital-saving
research is less costly than resource-saving research, at least in terms of the
uncertainty
involved (regarding, for example, the existence of a viable
alternative energy source), the likelihood of capital-saving technical progress
being ‘better’ is increased.
5. Summary and possible extensions

We have attempted to cl 0 lacterize the cases where deteriorating terms of
trade iead to the possibility of nonsurvival, in the sense that the economy is
unable to maintain
any positive level of consumption
indefinitely.
In
particular, our examination rzveais that in the absence of technical change,
nonsurvival is imminent under any exponential resource price path. This
result is valid even when the resource is storable, but with resource and/or
capital stocks subject to depreciation. However, there do exist increasing and
unbounded
price paths consistent
with the existence of a survival
consumption program.
The analysis here may be: extended to the situation of surplus-labor
economies, where it is possible to hire any amount of labor at any wage rate
above some biological minimum.’ 7
A behavioural assumption must be made regarding the employment of
labor, which con.strains the feasible set and iherefore the choices of the
po!icymaker. Given the existing socioeconomic structure in many of these
less-developed
countries
it is impossible for the policymaker
to set
employment levels above certain limits while dictatilrg that the institutional
wage payment be observed by the private sector. If tllis were possible, much
of the unemployment problem could be solved! We assume that the private
“These are economies (such as India) with ‘unlimited supplies of laboui [see Lewis (1954)J,
in the sense that the available supply of labor far exceeds the economic potential for employing
such labor.
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sector will soak up the available labor as long as the value of the marginal
product of labor is greater titan or equal tc the institutional minimum.
It may be shown, then, that theorems 2.1 attd 2.2 continue to hold, but
now the conditions must also take into account the movement of the
institutional wage rate over time. In particular, we have the intuitively clear
but nevertheless unfortunate result that the survival set of price paths may be
expi-lndedd if the institutional wage declines over time. It is reasonable to infer
that the possibilities of grawth are thereby enhanced, too. The tradeoff
between growth and distribution rears its ugly head again, though in an
unusual form. However, it must be rerrembered that employment will be on
the rise if growth is possible, but our model is certainly not suited to
handling these liner problems; the peculiar socioeconomic structure of the
less-developed countries must be taken into account.
In any case, :Gchnical progress seems to be necessary for economies
possessing no domestic stock of oil. It is unlikely that foreign aid can keep
pace with the price rise.. and import substitution, in the sense of search for a
domestic source, is fraught with uncertainty, and in fact, for some countries
is well nigh impossible. As has been pointed out, export promotion policies
may imply the lowering of domestic consumption levels, an extreme situation
arising when the price path of oil does not satisfy the necessary condition of
theorem 2.1 so that export promotion policies are as good (or bad) as any
other program without technical progress.
When technical proi;ress is possible, it is interesting to compare the
alternative forms of progress which are available. We have considered a very
specific situation where capital-saving and resource-sayiing technical progress
are compared in relation to the agricultural sector. The criterion used for
comparison neglects the costs of technical progress b1.n can hopefully be
extended to cover this case. In short, it identifies the efficacy of a particular
type of technical progress with the diversity of price paths which it can
handle .while guaranteeing survival for the economy (in a particular sector).
The analysis reveals that capital-saving technical progress may be preferable
to resource-saving
technical progress, especially when capital is more
productive (see the conditions of theorem 4.4), since saving on capital is an
indirect saving on the resource.
The results presented here on technical progress are in a very primitive
state: in future work, we “hope to model forms of technical progress which
serve to radically alter tt.e structure of production (see the discussSion in
section 3). The following questions may be addressed:
(1) Wh.at rates of technical

progress, of the kind we have analyzed in this
paper, woulti permit sustained growth in an economy facing steadily
increasing resource prices?
(2) Given that a breakthrough
of the ‘structure-altering’ type would solve
JIE

E
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the energy problem but that the time of breakthrough is uncertain, what
must be the allocation of funds to research and development programs
aimed at developing a viable energy source such as solar energy?
(3) Given a choice between investing in ‘structure-altering’ and ‘nonstructure-altering’ research and development, should one push forward
slowly but surely, effecting marginal improvements of the ‘non-structurealteriug kind, or support the uncertainty-laden but ‘structure-altering’
ventures?
(4) Given that (l)-(3) could be answered, what would be the maximum
growth rates of consumption possible in such an economy after ‘optimal
decisions have been arrived at regarding the nature of technical progress
to be adopted (aqd its funding)?
These are important questions. Our analysis is at a preliminary stage, but
hopefully contributes the useful first step.
Appendix
Proof of theorem 2.1. We first show that rcgQI for all t. We consider two
mutually exclusive possibilities: (i) if E,,>q,E,
for some t, then p,R, =qlExl
+ EA,< 2EA,s 2A(K, R,) = ZK,a(r,). This means that pJ2 I f(r,). Under k2.1,
f(z) is monotone decreasing in z, with lim, _,, J(t)= co and limZ_,a,f(z) =O.
So f’ - ‘( .) exists, and is monotone decreasing; hence, r, 5 f -‘(pJ2) s QI; (ii)
otherwise, if EA,sqr Exr for some t, p,R, = q,Ext + EAt5 2q, Ext 5 2q,X(K,, R,)
= 2q,K,x(r,). This means that pJZq,sq(r,).
Under A-2.1, g(z) is monotone
decreasing in z, with lim,,,g(z)= oo and lim,,, g(z)=O. So g- ‘( .) exists,
and is monotone decreasing; hence, rr 5 g - $,/2q,) 5 Qt.
Next from (2.5) we get the inequalities: K,, 1- K,=l,s X(K,, RJ
= K,x(r,)s K,x(Q,) (since x(z) is monotone increasing in z). This leads to
K,IKo

n:::,

[l +.u(&)]

Denote inf,,, C,, by S. Using the monotonicity of the function a(z) we get
the following inequalities:
O~~jc,,~a(n,,R,)=K,a(r,)~K,.a(Q,)~~~[l+x(Q~)].
=

The condition (A) is now obtained by taking reciprocals. Similarly, we derive
the conditions (X).
Q.E.D.
Proof of theorem 2.2.

Pick L= 8, B=$. We now construct the following
sequence from an initial stock K,:
Cl + Bx-(QJ] for all t 2 1; and for all t 20, define (2) R,
=Q;Kt; (3) K,, =KAT= KJ2; (k) RAl=Rxt= R,/2; (5) A,= A(K,,,, R,,); (6) X,

(1)

Let

K, = K,

n:ib
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=X(Xxt, Rx,); (7) CA,= E,,= A,/2 if Qi = f -‘(JP,/2), CAl= A,; E,, =0 if Q;
= Y- ‘(UP,/&,); (8) 1, = X,/4, Exr = X,/2, Cxt = X,/4 if Qi = f - ’ (1p,/2), I, = X,/4,
E xt=Q Cx,= 3X,/4 if Qi
1
=9-‘UPJW.
To verify that this sequence represents a feasible program, we must check the
balance-of-payments equation and the capital accumulation equation. This is
tedious but straightforward. Now,

Using the condition (A*), we get inf, CAt> 0.
Also,
G, 2%

Ko

==&,x(r,)=B

I-1

x(Q:$"
Cl+WQ:'lQ.E.D.

Using the condition (X*), we get inf, C,,>O.

The fact that f -’ and g-l are monotone decreasing
functions of their arguments means that as p, and pt/2q, go to infinity, Qi
goes to zero (recall the definition of Qi from (2.11)). It follows that as pt and
p,/24, go to infinity, so do l/u(Qi) and l/x(Qi). Theorem 2.3 will cleariy follow
from theorem 2.1 if we show that the conditions (A) and (X) are both
violated. To this effect, it is now enough to establish the boundedness of the
product fl:Zh [l +x(Ql)]. This will, in turn, follow if the series c?& x(Q:) is
finite [see, e.g., Knopp (1956, p. 94)]. Thus, the final step is to prove the
convergence of the infinite series zgO x(Q:) by appealing to the ratio test
[see, e.g., Knopp (1956, p. 59)].
Define the sequence (0,) as
Proof of theorem 2.3.

6 = f - 1tP, + l/w”

Note that 8, e 1 for all
shall establish that

t,

(Al)

(PJ2).

- 1

since f - ‘( *) is strictly decreasing and

e&r1 -bg)/(1+2g)< 1,

for all

t.

p,+ 1 >pt.

We

CA21

To this effect, use the mean value thieorem to get

W
where pJ2 < e < pt+ ,/2. From (A3) and

p. = p,( 1 +

g)‘, we obtain
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f-‘(P,+*m(l-wJ

=w,+1f-“W~2(1+dl.

(A41

Some manipulation of (A4) leads to

The last inequality follows from the relation

-f-“(r)T/f-‘(r)=1/1-c~‘(~)/a(~)/zlrl,
where f(r) = z.
From (AS) we directly get (A2). Similarly, de:ine (&) as
@f= Y -

’ (PI+1 ml, +I b/B- l h@c!:h

(A6)

and show lhdl
@2s.c1+g’M1+2s’)<

1,

for all t.

(A71

Thus,
QLI =maxCf-‘~t+,/2),g-‘(p,+,/2q,+111

I KQ;,

where K-c 1.

(AS)

Since x( .) is strictly increasing, we define the sequence (cJ as

c,= x(QI
+MQ;h
with c, c

1

for all

t.

(A91

tzo,

Apply the mean value theorem to get

x(Q:) - x(Q;
+1)= (Q; - Q;+MS),

Q;+I <C<Qb

Or,

( I- &CQJ)2 (1- QQ;x’(Q;),
leading to

(1-cJW -~)QMQWiQ;~,
c?r,
G

1-W -

~)QW(Q;MQ;H.

Note that Qi goes to zero, and using the condition (2.12) we conclude that
lim, sup c, < 1. Thus, the ratio test is applicable from (A9).
Q.E.D.
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Proof of the assertions in section 4. Suppose pt =.=(t + 2)k, t 2 0.
Case I. If (1 - or)k/#?
> 1, the economy is not capable of survival.

Denote (1 -tx)k/fi by 8, and note that f(x)= l/xc is a positive continuous
decreasing function of x, for x 2 1.
Since fY?>
1, jr f(x)dx< co, call it R Now,
1
--!-(s=(s++)@

[(s+2)-(s+

l)]

s:i:

f(x)dx, for ~20.

t-1

1
-sjf(x)dx+--‘+‘l’~(~)d~~~~(~)d~=~
c
s=o (s+2y
1
Thus,
t-1

n Cl+

l/pi’ -‘)@]

s=o

se”

3

for all t.

Hence,
pi 1 - BW
t-1
fl

l/p$’

Cl+

>p’1-“/84~ t-a
-aMy

=

as

e*

3

s=o

and
pi 1 -N/b

cG

Cl

+

l/py

>p’1-u”‘4~
as

-d/q =

en

t-*00

.

s=o

Hence, by theorem 4.1, the economy is not capable of survival.
Case II. If (1 -@//I < 1, the economy is
of survival. For ys 2,
ey -e” se2y (using mean value theorem); or
Now, given L E(0, 11,
choose d = L/e2. For s 2 0,
ql+e&r]=[l+&]
exp(s+2)@
=

(

lb

since (~_ri-2)852 for

~20

.
)
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Hence,
L
1 +(s+2)@ 1

Lexp’g

d

-

s=o (s+2y

Now consider g(x) =d/i’. This is a positive, continuous, decreasing function
of X for X21.
d

s+3

d

-=-[(s+3)-(s+2)]2S~zg(x)dx,
(s + 2y (s + 2)e
t-1

c

d

-+i
s=o(s+2)

2

g(x)dx+.~.+;~;g(x)dx=r12g(x)dx=rj2d,’?d~
2

_dFe.
1-e

‘+2=d(t+2)(1-e)_d2(1-e)
1

2

1 8 =m(t+2)‘1-“‘-C,
-

1-g

where m = d/( I- O),C = d2(* -“)/O. Hence,
-zexp

[m(t+2)(1-e)-C].

SO,
(1 -a:/#

r-1

s=o
4

Pt

l+pi

--

9

(t + 2)e
<
=exp [m(t+2)(1-e)-CJ

1

-0

as

t+co,

and
pi 1 -PM
t-1

L

l+ pi’ -m/s
s=o
n[

22
exp

1

(t+2)~zi
[m(t +

--0

2)’ -e - C]

as

t-,oo.

Hence by theorem 4.2, there exists a feasible program with inf, zo’CAl>O and
inf, z- 0 Cxr > 0.
QED.
To construct the feasible program referred to in section 4 choose 0~1~ 1,
such that l/Afl=4. Denote A.\-“/4 by L (recall that a=fl=#. Construct the
feasible program from K, as follows:
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R, = IK,/pj”@)
KX,

fw- t 2 0;

terns

4

traAe
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Rx,= R,, = R,P;

x-K"
RI-".
=K,,=K,/2; A,=K@At R'-fi*
At
P
txt
xt
q

CAt =

EAt

=A,/2, Cxt=zt=x,/2.

In order to verify that this is a feasible program, we have only to check the
balance of payments equation, and the capital accumulation equation. This is
l:ft as an exercise.
Proof of theorem 4.3. For simplicity of computations leading to the
bound (Al 1) derived below, we proceed by setting 8=0 in i(4.9). It is, of
course, intuitive that if O>O, i.e. if capital stock does depreciate at a fixed
rate, the stock of capital at any period along a feasible program cannot be
higher than that attained under the assumption of no depreciation. Formal
derivation of (All) when 8>0 is left as an exercise. With 8=0, we get
K t+12 K, (from (4.9)) and K,+ 1 -K, s KfR: -01(from (4.2)), and directly verify
that

or,

1

1 -CT

K;,P-K;-“5

i

R;-‘g

s=o

(by Holder’s inequality).

tCR

i

[ s=o

R,

(t+

1)

Hence, there is some constant J>O such that
p-<&J
t+1=
[

s=o

1

S

1 -a
(t +

1:“.

Denote C:Z~ R, by D,. Then
K, saD,t”‘l-‘,

where a E J”’ -‘.

(Al 1)

From (4.9) we have the basic stock inequality
S&S,_,

For each

+ M,-R,.

(A121

there are two possibilities to be examined separately: Case I,
M,< R,/2; and Case II, M,z R,/2. If for a particular t, Case I occurs, then
that
note
and
we
Case
II
occurs,
Otherwise,
S&S,_,.
t,
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M,IA,/p,6K~R:-B/p,IK~21-

“M:

terms of trade

Using (All) and pt=po(l +g)‘, we

-B/pt.

getM,~dD,/(l

+b’)‘,

for some constants d > 0, g > b’> 0.

From (A12) and (A13), in Case II, &IS,_
that we always get, for each t,

s,g,_
&-So5

1

1 +dD,/(l

+

(A13)

W)*.Thus, we conclude

+LiD,/(l +b’y

i dD,/(l +b’)“s60,,
s=o

for some constant O<G< 00.
(A14)

Going back to Case I, and using (Al l), we have: RJ2 $ S,_ 1 6 60, _ 1 5 6Dt,
implying R, 6 260,. Now, M,s At/p, s(mD,- taB” -‘)/pt, where 112is a positive
constant. Hence, in Case I, there is some finite ni>O such that
M, 5 ti D,/( 1 + II”)‘,

where O<b”<g.

(A15)

Let ti = max (u’,ti), b = min (b’, 6”). From (A13) and (Al 5),
M, 5 6 Q/( 1 + b)‘,

for all f.

(A16)

Our next step is to prove the following:
t-1

The sequence

D, = szo R,

is bounded above.

(A17)

Suppose to the contrary that D, goes to infinity with t. Define E= b/4(1 +6),
and T such that e/(1 +b)T<~. Then for tzT,
M,~[ti/(l+b)rJDJ(l
+ 6)’- ’ 5 EDJ(1+ 6)‘- ‘. Choose T* > r large enough so that for all z 2 T*,
D,/D,s&
c$ (since L), is a monotonically nondecreasing sequence which
is assumed to be unbounded, this choice is possible). Hence, c:Sd R,= D,
-DT&l,.
Also, from (A16) verify that ciZ+ M,~ED,_~(~ +B)/b=$D,_,.
Hence, for z > T*,
r-l
:?

r-1

[S,-S,_l]~

r*T+

c
t=T

or,
K-1 -ST-&

+/a.

t-l

M,-

c
r=T

R,,
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But, as W,-, co by hypothesis, we are led to S,_ 1<O for large r, a
contradiction to the non-negativity of stoclcs. This establishes (A17). It
follows tb.at the seqtxnce D, necessarily converges, and let the limit bc
denoted by Dzcs,,
R,.
We are now prepared to show that the economy is not capable of survival.
Consider, first, the case 6 >O. Suppose that for some feasible program
inf, 2 o Cxr = y > 0. This means that KYR,’_a2 C,, 27 for all t. From (Al 1) and
(Al&), we derive a positive constant J’ such that

From (Al@, there is some T such that R, > M, for all t 1 T Hence, S, I( 1
for t=>x implying S,s(l -@t-T&. But, this means that lim,,, S,
-VL
=O. From (4.9)
R,=(l-a)$_,

+M,-S,s(l-6)S,_,

+ M,,

and using (A16), lim,,, R, = 0, a contradiction to (A18). This proves that for
any feasible program inf,, o Cxt = 0, and an analogous argument can be used
to show that there is no feasible program with inf,,, C,, >O.
Finally, consider the case 0 2-O. Note that in such a case, for any feasible
program K, must be bounded above. Suppose to the contrary that there is a
subsequence of time periods (t,) such that Kts goes to infinity with t,. We
show that K, < 1 for only a finite number of time periolds. If not, there is a
subsequence (t, j with Ftl < 1. Choose T large enough so tbat R,? _a e8 for all
tz T (since CEO R, =D this can be done). Let c be the first term of the
subsequence such that < 2 ‘T:Then,

The same argument leads to K,c 1 for all tic, a contradiction to the
supposition that K, goes to infinity along the subsequence {I,). Thus, there
is some % T such that K, >=1 for all I 2 F Then,

=K,[(l-8)+R:-“]<K,,

for all t 2 2 This, again, contradicts the hypothesis that K, tends to infmity.
Thus, the sequence K, is bounded above, i.e. for some K > 0, K, s R for all t.
Now, 0s Cxr5 KfR: -“g K”R: -’ and, since R, goes to zero as t+co, we
have lim,,, Cxt = 0. Simiiarly, we can prove that lim,_,,.,,CIAt=O. Thus, the
Q.E.D.
economy is not capable of survival.
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